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POST ON BULLETIN BOARD 
DRILL STATUS GUARDSMAN 

 POSITION VACANCY ANNOUNCEMENT 
141st MAINTENANCE SQUADRON 

 WASHINGTON AIR NATIONAL GUARD 
DSG ANNOUNCEMENT # FY-22-10-008 

   
WASHINGTON AIR NATIONAL GUARD OPENING 

DATE: 
CLOSING 

DATE: 
POSITION   
NUMBER: 

141st Maintenance Squadron 
311 West Arnold St, Room 211W 
Fairchild AFB WA 99011  

22 Oct 21 22 Nov 21 0977016 

POSITION TITLE, GRADE, AFSC, FACILITY: 
Repair & Reclamation Craftsman, TSgt and Below, 2A574, Fairchild AFB, WA 
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION: 
SSgt that meets time in service (TIS), time in grade (TIG) and meets Air Force fitness standards.  6 months 
experience in Repair & Reclamation.  Must maintain a SECRET security clearance.  

AREA OF CONSIDERATION: 
Current members of the Washington Air National Guard 

WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Inspecting personnel, and or aircraft while being subjected to temperature extremes when inspecting in hangars 
or on the flight line; or being exposed to icy, wet, hot and slippery, aircraft surfaces, work stands, ramps or 
ladders. Subject to dangers of toxic fumes, dust dirt, grease, lubricants, paints, solvents, high pressure air and 
fluids, engine noise, and intake section. Dangers of fast actuated flight control surfaces and fire. May be 
subjected to possible cuts, burns, shocks, or strains while preforming duties. Must be able to meet the travel and 
mission requirements of the 141 MXS and this position. Member is expected to attend all UTAs and periods of 
Annual Training to include potential wing deployment commitments. 
SUMMARY OF DUTIES:    
This position is located within an Air National Guard unit. The purpose of this position is to accept and execute 
all duties, instructions, responsibilities, and lawful orders in a timely and efficient manner. Lead and develop 
subordinates and exercise effective followership in mission accomplishment. Place the requirements of your 
official duties and responsibilities ahead of your personal desires. Detect and correct conduct and behavior that 
may place you or others at risk. Maintain the highest level of readiness and technical competency to meet 
mission requirements. Clearly meet, and strive to exceed, the standards and expectations levied upon all junior 
enlisted Airmen. Attain and maintain excellent physical conditioning, always meet Air Force fitness standards, 
and set a positive example for subordinates. Demonstrate effective followership by enthusiastically supporting, 
explaining, and promoting leaders’ decisions. Continuously strive to further your development as technicians, 
supervisors, and leaders through on and off-duty professional development opportunities. Ensure proper and 
effective use of all resources under their control to ensure the mission is effectively and efficiently 
accomplished. Member is expected to attend all UTAs and periods of Annual Training to include potential 
wing deployment commitments. 
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SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE: 

Must possess integrity of the highest level, with a vast knowledge of the entire aircraft maintenance arena; 
Specific performance in the 2A5X4 career field and be able to participate in worldwide tasking, deployments 
and local contingencies.  

INFORMATION  
1. If selectee is an AGR, assumption of position cannot be made until the Manning Change Request (MCR) 

has been approved by NGB.    
2. If this is a promotion announcement, but a change is required to the manning document – the promotion 

package may not be submitted until the Manning Change Request (MCR) has been approved by NGB.  
3. The unit POC for this announcement must submit a completed DSG Selection Package to the FSF/FSS 

certifying validity of the interview and selection process. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO APPLICANTS 
APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:  

1. Resume (Resume should include chronological listing of all military service. Include inclusive dates, 
branches of service, units and location assigned, and a brief recap of duties)  

2. Current Report of Individual Person (RIP)  

3. Current Report of Individual Fitness  

 
EMAIL OR SEND RESUME TO:  

 
MSgt Andrew M. Dittman 
andrew.dittman.1@us.af.mil  
141 MXS 
311 WEST ARNOLD ST, ROOM 211W 
FAIRCHILD AFB WA 99011  
Applications must be received NLT 1200 on closing date. 

 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY:  This position will be filled without regard to race, color, religion, 

age, gender, or any other non-merit factor consideration. Selection and placement of applications 
will be in accordance with Washington National Guard Placement & Merit Promotion Plan. 


